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I. I NTRODUCTION
The basic structure of query optimizers, dating back to
the pioneering paper in 1979 [1], is known to suffer serious
performance problems. Notably, selectivity estimates assume
the independence of columns in a table or across joins and
also assume a uniform distribution of data elements in each
column. In the real world, correlation between columns is
widespread. For example, salary is usually correlated with age.
Also, column values are often strongly skewed, for example
40 stocks out of 4000 in the NYSE account for 50% of
the total volume of trades. Moreover, estimates for the size
of intermediate tables become increasingly imprecise as one
ascends higher in the plan tree.
Surprisingly, even with simplifying assumptions, query optimizers mostly choose plans that are near optimal performance
even when cardinality estimates are wrong. But in a minority
of cases, the optimizer chooses plans that are many times
slower than optimal. This can significantly slow down the
end-to-end execution time of query workloads. Put simply,
a small number of optimization mistakes leads to workload
performance far below what is possible. The purpose of this
paper is to shed light on profitable directions to explore.
Leis et al. [2] provide experimental evidence that cardinality
estimates, particularly join cardinality estimates, are poor and
can result in queries with noticeably sub-optimal plans. The
inference is that improving estimates would result in better
plans. In Figure 1 we consider the 20 longest running queries
in the Join Order Benchmark [2] (JOB). The total query
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Abstract—Cost-based query optimizers remain one of the most
important components of database management systems for
analytic workloads. Though modern optimizers select plans close
to optimal performance in the common case, a small number of
queries are an order of magnitude slower than they could be.
In this paper we investigate why this is still the case, despite
decades of improvements to cost models, plan enumeration, and
cardinality estimation. We demonstrate why we believe that a
re-optimization mechanism is likely the most cost-effective way
to improve end-to-end query performance. We find that even a
simple re-optimization scheme can improve the latency of many
poorly performing queries. We demonstrate that re-optimization
improves the end-to-end latency of the top 20 longest running
queries in the Join Order Benchmark by 27%, realizing most of
the benefit of perfect cardinality estimation.
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Fig. 1. Total Query planning and execution times for the top 20 longest
running queries in JOB with the default PostgreSQL optimizer.

planning time, including optimization, of all 20 queries is in
orange and the time to execute the resulting plans is in blue.
We define perfect-(n) as a cardinality estimator with perfect
estimates for joins of n tables and fewer. We then compare
the PostgreSQL optimizer with perfect-(3), perfect-(4), a reoptimization scheme, and all perfect estimates. perfect-(3)
achieves no improvement for the longest running queries,
while perfect-(4) and re-optimization improve end-to-end latency by 25%. This is a worst-case scenario since we assume
ad-hoc queries that have to be optimized before execution.
If we instead assume a recurring workload where optimized
query plans have been cached from previous executions, the
improvement with re-optimization is over 35%, including
about 30 seconds to re-optimize. We conclude that improvements to cardinality estimates that do not approach perfect-(4)
will not improve the end-to-end latency of JOB. This level of
improvement currently seems out of reach. However, We find
that much of the benefit of perfect estimates can be realized
with re-optimization strategies.
In Section II we examine how much cardinality estimates
must be improved to significantly improve the execution time
of JOB. We then consider re-optimization strategies as an
alternative in Section III. For more detailed information, see
our full report on arXiv.
II. O N C ARDINALITY E STIMATION I MPROVEMENT
We first consider how the quality of cardinality estimates
impacts the runtime of JOB.

